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Welcome!
When a client came to me the other day and said "We want a redesign but we checked out your
client list and a number of your links were broken..." I checked it out and realized that since 70% of
the client list had changed, it was probably a good time to post the new redesign that we have been
working on for the past month. Flaws and all.
We're pretty darn excited to get our latest work up here for your perusal. We've been pretty busy
over the past ... er... ahem... three years since the last redesign, but you'd never know it because we
simply haven't updated our site. What is that they say about the plumber's pipes? Well, Fulgen's
plumbing has needed an overhaul for a long time, and it's finally here.
So here it is: Fulgen.com version CSMXXPXT4.0! We hope you like it!
Just a couple things to note about the new site:
The addition of blogs is a pretty ambitious move for us. On a regular basis we're whipping through
code, vectors, and photoshop files in a flurry only to collapse at the end of the day (if it ends) with
cold beer in hand and a blank stare. So the idea of "I'll also keep a blog" is somewhat daunting.
However, we have developed a number of really cool things over the past couple years that
definitely warrant sharing with the development community and blog readers as well, so it's
something that we decided was necessary to do.
In the next couple weeks I'll post some new flash components and classes free for you to use at your
discretion. More on that later.
The photography that you see all over the site is pulled from the official Fulgen photo bank (our
vacation photos) and shot by expensive high-end professional photographers with only the best
equipment (us with our ditital cameras). We're open to any aspiring photographers should you want
to send us photos of your own that you'd like to see on the site. We'll give you credit for them!
I think that should do it for right now. I'll post early next week with sone delicious downloads for
you to check out.
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